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       President Trump and the republicans are championing the anti0migrant chorus and before the
last election had pledged to crack-down on immigration, build a border wall with Mexico and
deport millions of undocumented immigrants. The President decided to criminalise unauthorized
border crossings and detention of illegal immigrants is concentration camp-like facilities. Five
months back President Trump tweeted that the US immigration and customs enforcement agency
would “begin the process of sending the millions of illegal aliens who have illicitly found their way
into US”. The political right in the US intends to evict or deport the estimated 11 million illegal
immigrants who are already living and working in that country.
      Indians stand to be affected by the tightening of US immigration controls. According to a recent
study by the Pew Research Centre, India, South Korea, the Philippines and China are the biggest
source of aliens in the US today. Pew centre found that between 2007 and 2017 the number of
“undocumented immigrants” or illegal aliens from India ballooned by over 60 per cent – from
325,000 to 525,000. Today Indians are believed to comprise five per cent of the total illegal population
in the US. The illegal Indian immigrants sneaking past the US border controls are largely illiterate
or semi-literate, most of them hail from Punjab.
        So to understand the issue of immigration has become a subject to be understood of its full
details and the ramifications of increasing controls on immigrants in the US and the causes and
reasons for the growing anti-immigrant resistance around the globe and particularly in the US.
     The book “This Land is Our Land –An Immigrants Manifesto” written by Mr. Suketu Mehta
gives a detailed information and a clear perception about this problem pervading today the entire
West that is the EU and US. Suketu Mehta was born in Kolkata and migrated to US in 1977. He is
living in the US for 42 years. For the past 30 years he has been an US citizen. He is an associated
professor of journalism at New York University. He is an author who own prestigious prizes in the
US. His work was published in the New Yorker, the New York Times Magazine, National Geographic,
Granta, Harper’s Time and GQ. He won a Guggenheim Fello9wship, the Whiting writer’s award,
and an O.Henry prize. His book, “Maximum City: Bombay Lost and found” was a finalist for the
Pulitzer Prize, was most short listed for the Samuel Johnson Prize and Guardian First Book award.
       During the 2016 presidential election campaign, Trump incited hatred against migrants by
stating that “They all have AIDS …. They are bringing drugs, they are bringing crime, they are
rapists, …. Everything coming across the border: the illegals, the cars and the whole thing. It is like
a big mess. Blah, it is like vomit”.
       These incitements, exhortations and rhetoric of hatred against migrants have caused severe
implications against migrants in the society of US endangering the very existence of 44 million US
citizens today who are immigrants constituting almost 14 per cent of the US population. After
Trump’s victory, his presidency has escalated each month the attack of cruel policies against

Today migration became a global issue. A populist
resistance to immigration built on fear and prejudice is
increasing day by day in developed capitalist countries.
In the USA, a country built by immigrants, the
immigration controls are becoming tighter. Immigration
both legal and illegal is a key political issue in the United
States today in the 2020 US Presidential election
campaign. Immigration became a major political issue
in the US.
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immigrants. “The white racists who had been hiding under rocks since 1960s slithered out after
Trump’s victory and joined his battle against migrants”.
       Hatred against immigrants took a wild and vulgar turn in humiliating and insulting them. One
fine morning Suketu Mehta found that someone had painted across his car “smegsma”, which
meant smegma, the medical term used for the crud that gathers around uncircumcised penis. Trump
got elected by stoking fear of migrants. Then he stoked fear everyone else: the press, non-whites,
women, democrats etc.
     Since he was unable to answer asked by his students “what are we supposed to do now?” (in
2016) as he doesn’t know, he studied the problem in depth, assimilating a lot of information from
documents, books, interviews with various victims of anti-migrant attacks. The result is this book
under review. Through this book Suketu Mehta has given more valuable information and correctly
exposed the “staggering global hypocrisy of rich nations (US, Canada, Europe, Australia, New
Zealand and Japan) which robbed the poor ones of their future, now arguing against a reverse
movement of people – not to invade and conquer and steal but to work”.
     He correctly opines that migration is a constant human history and with advent of the industrial
revolution, migration travelling greater distances has increased enormously and that in recent years
as the legacies of colonialism, ‘inequality, war and climate change have made it close to impossible
for people in poor countries to live a decent life and people have become a planet on the move. He
predicts that by mid-century migration will account for 72 per cent of the population growth in the
US and up to 78 per cent in Australia and UK. This is changing elections, culture, cities – everything
and mass migration as the defining human phenomenon of twenty-first century. He finds that never
before has there been so much organized resistance to human movement.  All over the world,
countries are building high walls and fences against this movement of people: in Hungary, in Israel,
in India and in the US and they are moving their armies  and navies to their borders to intercept -
and in some cases shoot at – desperate caravans and boats of migrant men, women and children. In
Europe it is the same story. Countries are withdrawing from multilateral institutions and treaties
like European Union and North American Free Trade Agreement and into nationalism. He finds
that politics today is defined by competition to see which party can prevent immigration most
effectively.
     To control unauthorized entry of migrants from the border of Mexico into US, in 1994 as a part
of operation gatekeeper, Bill Clinton decided to erect barricades – a fence- between these nations.
This barrier is 12-feet high steel bollards. In 2009 Obama administration decided to put up a second
fence behind the first one. To stop cutting the fence with wire cutters and making openings to entre,
around 20,000 patrol agents are now deployed on this border. Now Trump decided to construct an
wall on these borders. Suketa Mehta describes many heart rending stories of migrants separated
from their families and their meeting at the border fence of Mexico. Numerous refugees wait on the
Mexican side of the border seeking asylum. As the US exported the gang violence took hold, the
number of refugees fleeing from Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador has increased. They face
violence, threats of violence, sexual atrocities from narcos, and other armed groups while waiting
at border. Very recently on November 7th, 2019 an incident of Salvadoran women seeking asylum in
the US, waiting across the border in Mexico receiving a savage beating from two men three weeks
ago while she was strolling home from a convenience store came to light. The assault came after
she spent four months in captivity in Mexico, kidnapped into prostitution during her journey towards
the US. In this week near the US border sic children and three women waiting for asylum. These
incidents speak volumes about the drug fueled violence at the Mexican side of the border on asylum
seeking refugees. According to American Civil Liberties Union, the chi9ldren separated from their
parents at the Mexico borders by the Trump administration from July1,2016 to June 26, 2018 are
more than 5,400 as per the new count. These children included babies, toddlers, under the age of
1,2,3 and 4. The families of these children have suffered tremendously and some have no hope of
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recovery. This is the consequence of Trump’s maligned effort against illegal migration with inhuman
and illegal policy of family separation.
      Today human mobility is as ‘survival migration’ as environmental degradation, starvation and
gang warfare have become threats to people, who had to leave their countries of origin because they
have no domestic remedy.
      The US did not act lawfully with other nations, including the Native Americans on its soil
through most of 19th and 20th centuries. But now it insists that the immigration laws of the US be
obeyed.
     Suketu Mehta understands that in the age of globalization your dignity is determined by your
pass port and in the 21st century your humanity is defined by your nationality. He finds that sub-
Saharan migration across Mediterranean into Spain jumped tenfold from 2016 to 2018. He tells us
the woes of migrants to cross in boats and occurrence of deaths in the journey. Sub-Saharan Africans
and Nigerians are suffering these inhuman difficulties and deaths while migrating by travelling in
boats.
     He rightly points out that migration from poor countries is often the inevitable result of colonial
depredation. He avers that colonialism began with a huge migration, when millions of Europeans
moved overseas to invade, settle and rule other countries. That 15 million Africans were kidnapped
or purchased from local and shipped across the Atlantic. Between1619 to 1865, Europeans in the
North American colonies alone extracted an estimated 222,505,049 hours of forced labour from
African slaves valuing worth $ 97 trillion – more than the entire GDP. That Britain shipped Africans
into its American colonies where they toiled in cotton and sugar cane fields. In sugar mills the
slaves worked 18 hours at a stretch. From 1761 to 1808, British took 1,428,000 Africans away from
their families and shipped them across the world. The thousands of millions of hours of slave toil
helped the global ascendency of Victorian Britain giving it a good start at the time of industrial
revolution and Britons today still enjoy a consequent afterglow of prosperity.

He avers that colonialism is not over and that new colonialism – corporate colonialism - has
now come in to power. That instead of a world without borders for human beings, a border free
world for multinational corporations has come into existence. That today’s MNCs are bigger than
entire countries like Wal-Mart. They have their only one allegiance to their share holders who tend
to be in rich developed countries. They enter or leave any country to suit their purpose: whether it is
for commodities, cheap labour or a captive market. They take advantage of weak or corrupt
governments or lax labour or environmental laws for their factories – and then play one weak
country off against another if local activists raise a fuss. They can move money around countries
with very little over sight.

He avers that there are multiple ways in the global financial system to funnel money upward
from those who have little to those who have a lot. Often this is dark money, secret money, blood-
tinged money that dwells in its own ‘haven’, where corrupt corporations and despots and oligarchs
can safely park billions they have amassed. Over a tenth of all world’s GDP is hidden in these tax
havens –some used to hide personal wealth, others to avoid corporate taxes. That there are some 60
tax havens in the world, most of them controlled by the West and that developing countries loose
three times as much to tax havens as the $125 billion in aid that they receive. The MNCs figured out
ways to avoid paying taxes in developing countries. That is why India was not claim the $2.2 billion
from Vodafone, in 2007 as capital gains tax, it otherwise would have earned had tax havens not
been an option for the company. In 2016, a full 40 per cent of profits of global multinationals were
promptly moved to tax havens according to Zucman. In 2012 alone poor countries lost $700 billion
in “trade mis-invoicing” practiced by MNCs to take the money out of the country into tax havens.
The same invoice making is practiced by MNCs between two of their subsidiaries in different
countries, to shift profits to a lower tax jurisdiction. Trillions of dollars a year is net resource transfers
make their way from poor to rich countries, according to a land mark 2016 report from Global
financial Integrity, an American think-tank and centre for Applied Research at the Norwegian School
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of Economics. Summerising this report the “Guardian” noted that “that is 24 times more than the
aid budget in other words for every $ 1 that developing countries receive, they lose $24 in net
outflows”.

He asserts that this tax evasion by MNCs in poor countries too has a direct bearing on the
ethics of immigration. He shows us the example of Mexico which lost $872 billion during 1970 to
2010 in illicit financial outflows, most of the money ending in American banks which is correlative
with the migration of 16 million Mexicans into the US from 1965 to 2015. He concurs with the
opinion of economist Agnus Maddison and asserts that WTO keeps poor nations poor and it forces
them to open their markets to MNCs. The WTO demands free movement of goods and services but
not of labour.

He finds that civil upheaval causes people to flee and migrate to other countries. Wars such as
in Afghanistan, Syria, Moro Muslim conflict in the Philippines, Ituri conflict in Democratic Republic
of Congo, the Rohingya conflict in Myanmar are shown as examples of migration due to wars. He
tells that the history of Central American countries from their beginning as states is a history of the
US intervention whenever it chooses to replace political leaders who do not bend to its will or serve
its interests. In twentieth century the US supported blood thirsty dictators such as Guatemala’s
Efrain Rois Montt and Nicaragua’s Amastasis Somoza with guns, troops and money. These
interventions left the countries bankrupt, bereft of both social services and thriving immeasurable.

He gave examples of how in 1952 Harry Truman’s government took a dislike to Jaco Arbenz,
the president of Guatemala, who passed a land reform bill which cut into the profits of the United
Fruit Corporation based in the New Orleans and owned 42 per cent of all land in Guatemala, all the
country’s banana fruit production, all the country’s telephone and telegraph network and all its
railways, and how Truman authorized the CIA to launch operation PB Fortune to topple Arbenz.
Thus the US government illegally overthrew the demo-cratically elected president of a country to
benefit one of its corporations. How in 1980s Ronald Reagon the US president who claims to be
champion of liberty, provided money, arms and training to oligarchs in El Salvador, who killed the
poor peasants shooting them by death squads, and how the small country was flooded with military
and economic aid to prop up its generals. He also shows how the US functioned as a colonial power
in much of Latin America. How the violence in Mexico of wars between drug cartels inside Mexico,
that distribute drugs in US has become a powerful reason for people to leave and to come to US
cities to work as dish washers and cleaners.
        How the spread of small arms propelled by vigorous resistance of National Rifle Association
to any controls on their world wide dispersal has become a factor in numberless small wars around
the planet leading to migration of people from Mexico, Caribbean, in Bahamas etc. He understood
from the history that “the fundamental principle of America was not religious liberty; it was rule of
the gun, which allowed the white settlers to dominate and massacre the natives”. He avers that just
as the sale of small arms fuels domestic strife and spurs migration, the sale of heavy weapons is
instrumental in creating conflict between nations. Sales by the world’s one hundred leading arms –
producing and service providing – companies rose by 38 per cent from 2002 to 2916. The majority,
58 per cent, of these companies were American. In May 2017, across the Atlantic Trump and Salmon
made a $110 billion arms deal, with an option to buy $250 billion more over the next decade. If the
full deal is executed it would be the biggest weapons deal in the industry.

In the armed conflict of Saudi Arabia against Yemen, over 57,000 Yemenis, the majority of
them are civilians have died, mostly through US supplied weapons. More than two million have
been displaced.
       War created refugees. Millions of people have died in Muslim countries in recent decades. In
Iraq the death rate due to air strikes by the Coalition is 31 times greater than officially acknowledged.
The US has justified this by saying – we are taking war to them before they bring it to us, like they
did on September 11, 2001. But in the US the vast majority of terror attacks are by white supremacists.
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Not Muslims. In Europe the vast majority of terror attacks are by native-born Europeans, but not by
immigrants.

He finds that in the 21st century the number one driver of migration might be climate change.
According to UN, a fifth of the world’s population will be affected by floods by 2959. According to
international organization for migration, at least 200 million people will be displaced due to climate
change by 2050. Migration driven by climate change has been dramatically increasing in the recent
past.

Americans are only 4 per cent of the world’s population but are responsible for one third of the
excess carbon dioxide in atmosphere. The US creates a third of the world’s solid waste and consumes
one fifth of world’s energy. But US is the first and only country to walk away from the Paris climate
agreement. According to UN High Commissioner for refugees, since 2008, 22.5 million people
have had to flee from their homes because of climate related extreme weather events like hurricanes,
droughts etc. Between 2008 and 2014, 184 million people had to run away from their homes because
of floods, earth quakes, tropical storms and volcanic eruptions. The disappearance of water is a key
factor in the Boko Haram blood bath, which made 3.5 million people to take their heels. 12 million
people are at risk of starvation in Kenya, Somalia and Ethiopia right now. Somalia’s fishermen are
turning to piracy because there are fewer fish now the oceans are boiling over. Latin Americans are
growing cocoa because the coffee crops are withering in the heat. The pentagon in 2014 in a study
acknowledges that the impact of climate change compels mass migration.

He opines that west is being destroyed not by migrants but by the fear of migrants. He finds in
country after country the ghosts of fascists have rematerialized and are sitting in parliaments in
Germany, in Austria, in Italy …..and that they have successfully convinced their populations that
the greatest test to their nations is not government tyranny or inequality or climate change but
immigration.

In Hungary the country’s press was almost destroyed and most other liberal institutions are
destroyed using immigrants as bogeymen. In Poland the ruling party purged the judiciary, banished
political opponents from government media and greatly restricted public gatherings. In Austria, the
neo-Nazis in the governing coalition want to fail kindergarteners not knowing German language. In
Italy a fanatically anti-immigration coalition won power by stoking voter’s fear of migrants, promising
to ban new immigrants and to take away the rights of immigrants already in the country. It was fear
for migrants principally that led to British to vote for Brexit. From 2010 to 2016 the ‘Daily Exposes’
ran 179 front page anti-immigration stories and the ‘Daily Mail’ similar front page coverage. In the
year after Brexit vote, crime rates in England and Wales jumped by 29 per cent.

In the US voters motivated an utterly irrational fear and hatred of immigrants elected Trump in
2016 elections. Trump’s promise to build a wall was a single most important factor cited by the
cross voters including women. In public squares, in political conventions, on the television in op-ed
pages a powerful story telling against migrants is propagated. That is why Trump won the election;
that is why Modi and Philippines Durante won power. The recent elections across the world illustrate
the power of populism – a false narrative, a horror story about the other well told.
      In all the rich and developed capitalist countries, people, especially those who are poorly educated
or right-wingers think that immigrants are a much bigger share of population than they really are
and think that they get much more government they really do. In the American imagination immigrants
are three times as large as they really are. The French think that one out three people in their country
is Muslim though the actual number is one out of fifteen. British respondents to the poll predicted
that 22 per cent of the people will be Muslim by 2020, but the actual projection is 6%.

Americans think immigrants get twice as much in government hand-outs as the native born.
But multiple studies have found that people who have direct contact with immigrants have much
more positive view about their work ethic and reliance on welfare, and are much more open to
increased immigration.
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Suketu Mehta describes how from the past some political leaders and literature has incited fear
and hate against immigrants and alien nationals in this book in detail. He mentions about 1973
French novel called ‘The Camp of Saints’ written by Jean Raspail is poisonous and an out and out
racist book and describes it as the Mein Kampf of anti-immigrant movement. He questions the
hypocrisy of western civilization “which gave the world the genocide of indigenous Americans,
slavery, the inquisition, the holocaust, Hiroshima and global warming” is raising a debate against
immigration and migrants. He narrates how all over Europe the right-wing tabloids drum beat
against migrants as terrorists and Muslim are terrorists. He explains that 44% of whites without a
college degree are voters in 2020 elections and that it is those non-college voters who care most
deeply about migration and that is why Trump and his successors appeal to their xenophobia as a
logical electoral strategy. “Keep migrants out, and if they must be let in, keep them from being
naturalized, and if they are naturalized keep them from voting”. Hence the barrage of new voter ID
laws in Republican controlled states with lot of Hispanic votes like Texas and Arizona. He also tells
that “though Obama was better than Trump, he was not much better in his policies, record of
forcibly removing three million people without proper papers – a far higher number than Bill Clinton
or George W Bush had removed”. He also tells that the most notorious immigrant hater in the
Trump administration is his advisor Stephen Miller, who grew up Jewish in California and a great
grandson of refugees fled from the pogroms in Belorussia.
       He tells that The Springeo news papers in Germany, the Berlusconi papers in Italy and the
‘Sun’ and ‘Daily Mail in the UK are feeding their readers with fear of migrants and xenophobia. He
tells that it is not a tabloid the greatest facilitator of race hatred against refugees but it is the Face
Book spread rumours and ordinary people are roused to violence against refugees. Where ever Face
Book usage rose above normal that it is found attacks on refugees increased by 50%, and when
there were internet outages in areas of high Face Book usage, the attacks dropped significantly. He
reports that in February 2018, the US Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) has removed
the phrase ‘nation of immigrant’ from its mission statement and it will now merely ‘administer the
nation’s lawful system”.

In the US every year, extremists murder people for their views. The anti-Defamation League
notes ‘A majority of 2017 murders were committed by right-wing extremists, primarily white
supremacists …. White supre-macists murders included several killings linked to alt-right as that
movement expanded its operations in 2017 the internet into the physical world”. Between 2008 and
2917, white supremacists accounted for 71% of deaths in terrorist attacks in the US. Such has been
the colour of hate propagated and incited by president Trump and his adherents.
         Suketu Mehta rightly comes to the conclusion that resistance to migration is an out-growth of
income inequality and informs us that “In the last three decades, there was zero income growth in
the bottom 50% of American households. The income of the top1% meanwhile leaped by 300%
and their share of country’s total wealth grew from 22% in 1980 to 40% by 2017. The bottom 40%
of American not only do not have any wealth to speak of, but they actually owe an average of
$8,900 as of 2917. This concentration of wealth also leads to concentration of power and the
redirection of outrage against inequality away from the elites and towards the migrants”.

He reports that income inequality in the US rises and that only 10% of the children of the
poorest go to college, but 90% of kids of top 19% go to college. That even the banks charge the poor
higher interest rates on credit cards, mortgages and student loans. He opines that at this point The
US cannot properly call a capitalist society, but plutocratic society – a society of rent seeker. So the
farmers and steel workers who voted Trump will be finding their taxes going up their benefits
slashed, their health insurance non-existent and they will be angrier still. But the news that they
listen to, financed by plutocrats, will divert them ever more energetically on immigrants –the invisible
enemy. He tells that it was Wall street, the corporations that got the gargantuan tax cuts, as well a
free rein to let their industries pollute unchecked that are benefitted the most from Trump’s election.
He concurs with the opinion of Hardent in her book ‘The origins of Totalitarianism’ that “when the
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rich see the anger is building in their countries about economic deprivation, they inflame or create
anger and resentment against scape goats – like foreigners, during Arendt’s time, and immigrants or
Muslims or African Americans today -  which makes the mob change direction, turn their attention
from demanding redistribution of wealth and focus on the politically weak, the newcomers, the
minorities. The new robber barons have come into power and intend to hold on to it, on the wings
of xenophobia”.
      Suketu Mehta, who is furious against anti-immigrant movement and policy makers, justifies
the immigration into US asserting that “immigrants are 13% of US population. But they have
started a quarter of all new businesses and earned over a third of all Noble prizes in science given to
Americans. One out of every four tech companies established since 1995 was founded by an
immigrant and a third of Silicon valley workers are immigrants. The 60% of twenty of the biggest
tech companies in 2013 are founded by the immigrants or their children; as Apple’s Steve Jobs, son
of a Syrian immigrant, and Google’s Sergey Brin who came from Russia at the age of six. That
according to Bill Gates in 2008, for every tech worker lets in, five American jobs are created. Over
half of all the billion dollar tech companies have an immigrant founders. Today they employ half a
million Americans. Immigrants or their children founded 43% of the Fortune 500 companies, which
employed 12 million people world0wide in 2017".

He shows that how even the poorest of immigrants contribute substantially to the US economy
not just in terms of labour but also in terms of taxes, a large part of which goes towards supporting
the country’s aging populations and that the US should welcome immigrants.

Suketu Mehta insists that it has the rich countries that have caused the migration from poor
countries. So he demands that either they should accept migration and open their borders for
immigration or to make reparations for what they owed by paying the costs of colonialism, of wars
imposed on poor countries, of the inequality they built into the world order, and carbon they have
put into atmosphere and settle accounts with poor countries who are the creditors.

He asserts that America is his land. Thus he published his ‘manifesto of a migrant’.
 In this book though he has not talked about the American imperialism and its grip over the

world in social, cultural, economic and political spheres of the globe, though he talked about new
colonialism or corporate colonialism, he vividly exposed the US imperialism of all its aspects
about aggressive wars, manipulations of democratically elected governments, exploitation of world
resources, polluting the environment refusing to accept its responsibility, subjugation of poor countries
for the sole benefit of international finance capital and its corporations, etc in the book while dealing
with the issue of immigration countering the anti-immigrant movement spreading throughout the
globe with incitement of right-wing, reactionary, fascist political forces against immigration to
cover up the failure of imperialist neo-liberal economic policies of globalization imposed by it.

Whether one likes with the solution shown by Suketu Mehta for the issue of immigration
restriction and prohibition and concurs with it, the book definitely provides abundant knowledge
about the question of immigration, its causes that are helpful to come to a proper solution to the
problem of this era – the anti-immigrant movement.

Those who endeavor in anti-imperialist activities and parti-cularly make anti-US imperialist
struggle shall read this book of “an Immigrants Manifesto” to have a much more clear understanding
and improve their anti-imperialist program in the larger interests of the people of the world.

***


